Wearable sensing technology is a new way to deliver corrective feedback. It is highly applicable to gait rehabilitation for persons with Parkinson's disease (PD) because feedback potentially engages spared neural function. Our study characterizes participants' motor adaptation to feedback signaling a deviation from their normal cadence during prolonged walking, providing insight into possible novel therapeutic devices for gait re-training. Twenty-eight persons with PD (15 with freezing, 13 without) and 13 age-matched healthy elderly (HE) walked for two 30-minute sessions. When their cadence varied, they heard either intelligent cueing (IntCue: bouts of ten beats indicating normal cadence) or intelligent feedback (IntFB: verbal instruction to increase or decrease cadence). We created a model that compares the effectiveness of the two conditions by quantifying the number of steps needed to return to the target cadence for every deviation. The model fits the short-term motor responses to the external step inputs (collected with wearable sensors). We found some significant difference in motor adaptation among groups and subgroups for the IntCue condition only. Both conditions were instead able to identify different types of responders among persons with PD, although showing opposite trends in their speed of adaptation. Increasing rather than decreasing the pace appeared to be more difficult for both groups. In fact, under IntFB the PD group required about seven steps to increase their cadence, whereas they only needed about three steps to decrease their cadence. However, it is important to note that this difference was not significant; perhaps future work could include more participants and/or more sessions, increasing the total number of deviations for analysis. Notably, a significant negative correlation, r = −0.57 (p-value = 0.008), was found between speed of adaptation and number of deviations during IntCue, but not during IntFB, suggesting that, for people who struggle with gait, such as those with PD, verbal instructions rather than metronome beats might be more effective at restoring normal cadence. Clinicians and biofeedback developers designing novel therapeutic devices could apply our findings to determine the optimal timing for corrective feedback, optimizing gait rehabilitation while minimizing the risk of cue-dependency.
INTRODUCTION
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder predominantly characterized by the depletion of dopamine and dopaminergic neurons in the basal ganglia (BG) (Mazzoni et al., 2012) . The disease affects different neural networks and neurotransmitters, leading to impaired ability to learn and express automatic actions, such as walking (Redgrave et al., 2010) . The use of external sensory cues (e.g., auditory, visual) to reinforce attention toward the task (Lee et al., 2012) is an effective gait-rehabilitation strategy for persons with PD; the cues stimulate the executive voluntary component of action (Morris, 2006; Morris et al., 2008; Ferrazzoli et al., 2018) by activating the attentional-executive motor control system and bypassing the dysfunctional, habitual, sensorimotor BG network (Morris, 2006; Morris et al., 2008 Morris et al., , 2010 Redgrave et al., 2010; Shine et al., 2014; Tard et al., 2015; Arnulfo et al., 2018; Pozzi et al., 2019) . This strategy helps people with PD improve gait consistency and rhythmicity. In the past, auditory cueing during gait has typically been provided continuously in an open loop (regardless of gait performance). However, continuous cueing may result in cue-dependency and habituation on external stimuli (Nieuwboer et al., 2009; Spildooren et al., 2012; Vercruysse et al., 2012; Bohnen and Jahn, 2013) .
One of the most innovative developments in the quantitative assessment and management of PD symptoms is the use of wearable technologies during gait (Sánchez-Ferro and Maetzler, 2016) , which are able to provide customized cueing: stimuli are triggered when gait deviates from normal, thus providing patients with immediate feedback on their performance. These closedloop stimuli [audio Ginis et al., 2017a,b) , visual (Ahn et al., 2017; Chong et al., 2011) , audio-visual, (Espay et al., 2010) or proprioceptive (Mancini et al., 2018) ] are known as intelligent inputs (Ginis et al., 2017a,b) . In contrast to openloop systems, in closed-loop systems the external information does not necessarily become part of the participants' movement representation (as explained by the "guidance hypothesis"), thus possibly decreasing the development of cue-dependency (Nieuwboer et al., 2009) . Wearable systems also permit data collection in a more naturalistic environment (Espay et al., 2010; Ginis et al., 2016) .
Two previous studies (Ginis et al., 2017a,b) compared the effects of intelligent auditory cueing (IntCue) and intelligent verbal feedback (IntFB) on gait as alternatives to traditional open-loop continuous cueing (ConCue) (see Figure 1) . Those studies showed that both IntCue and IntFB conditions were at least as effective as ConCue for optimizing gait in PD. For example, the first study showed that IntFB was most effective at maintaining normal cadence at the end of a 30-minute-long gait exercise, although it also increased the gait variability (deviations from the target pace) in persons with PD compared to healthy controls. Furthermore, during IntCue, the number of deviations was actually smaller than during the no-input condition in PD (Ginis et al., 2017b) .
In the second one, persons with and without freezing of gait (FOG+ and FOG-) were compared (Ginis et al., 2017a) . The results show that the FOG+ group benefits less from intelligent inputs than the FOG-group, probably due to more affected motor and cognitive functions (Ginis et al., 2017a) . In addition, the former had significantly more gait deviations than the latter during IntCue and IntFB conditions, but not when continuously cued. Although these findings suggest that ConCue was more effective in supporting prolonged gait in the FOG+ group, the majority of these persons favored the IntFB condition (Ginis et al., 2017a) .
These two works (Ginis et al., 2017a,b) adopted a macro approach to analyze the effect of wearable sensors and external inputs on continuous gait in PD: they did not quantify the individual motor responses to the corrective messages. However, since many factors are at play during a prolonged walking trial, such as fatigue and learning, a micro-analysis is more appropriate, because it quantifies the motor adaptations during the participants' immediate response to the IntFB and IntCue conditions. Thus, the cadence of the subjects' first steps following each corrective acoustic message can be quantified.
The aim of this study is to characterize motor adaptation in response to corrective acoustic messages during prolonged walking in order to gain insight on how to better design novel therapeutic devices for gait re-training in PD (FOG-and FOG+) . To this end we propose a new model for fitting the short-term motor responses to external inputs (collected with wearable sensors). Using this model we determine the number of steps needed to adapt gait pattern following corrective acoustic messages. We investigated adaptation speed during IntFB and IntCue conditions for the following groups: healthy elderly (HEg), persons with PD (PDg), and PD subgroups with (FOG+g) and without (FOG-g) freezing of gait. We hypothesized that IntFB would lead to a more effective adaptation than IntCue, due to its verbal nature. In fact, the IntFB has an explicit nature with a clear direction of change to adapt the gait, compared to IntCue, which requires some processing time to elaborate the direction of adaptation leading to a delay in the motor response. Furthermore, because persons with PD struggle to maintain normal gait (Hausdorff, 2009) , we expected that slowing down would be easier than speeding up. For both conditions, they would adapt more quickly when they were directed to slow back down to their reference cadence (because they had speed up) than when they were directed to speed up (because they had slowed down).
To assess the effect of the clinical characteristics of the participants, we investigated the relationship that links motor adaptation with their disease severity and their cognitive status. Furthermore, to match our micro-analysis with the macro results of previous work (Ginis et al., 2017a,b) , we also evaluated the relationship between motor adaptation speed and the number of deviations of each subject, to determine if persons who struggled more to walk consistently were slower to adapt to the corrective stimuli.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present study consists of a sub-analysis of another study which compared persons with PD to age-matched healthy FIGURE 1 | (A) During ConCue and IntCue the participants were instructed to follow the rhythm by stepping to the beat of the metronome set at the mean cadence of the reference walk. (B) Schematic representations of the different intelligent inputs used in the protocol. Green, blue and red bars represent the periods during which the cadence is good, deviates below the threshold, or deviates above the threshold, respectively. NoInfo: no external information was given during the entire walk; ConCue: during the entire walk, participants received the auditory rhythm set at the mean cadence of the reference walk; IntCue: participants received the same auditory rhythm as in ConCue, but only for ten beats and only when the cadence deviated from the reference cadence; IntFB: participants received verbal feedback to "Increase the rhythm" or "Decrease the rhythm" when the cadence was more than 5% slower or faster (respectively) than the reference cadence.
subjects on several gait characteristics throughout 30 min of walking during four different auditory input conditions (Ginis et al., 2017b) . These sections briefly describe the participants and protocol of the previous study before presenting the motor adaptation model and statistical analysis.
Original Study -Participants, Protocol, and Materials
Twenty-eight persons with PD were recruited from the Movement Disorders clinic of the University Hospitals Leuven based on the following inclusion criteria: (Mazzoni et al., 2012) idiopathic PD, diagnosed according to the United Kingdom Brain Bank criteria; (Redgrave et al., 2010) Hoehn and Yahr stage I-III; and (Lee et al., 2012) stable PD medication for the past month and anticipated for the following 2 months. Exclusion criteria were: (Mazzoni et al., 2012) cognitive deficits (Mini Mental State Examination <24/30); (Redgrave et al., 2010) subjectively unable to walk unassisted for 30 min; (Lee et al., 2012 ) fluctuating response to levodopa; (Morris, 2006) musculoskeletal or neurological conditions other than PD affecting gait; and (Morris et al., 2008) severe hearing problems precluding headphone use for auditory information. Participants were categorized into freezers, FOG+ (n = 15), and non-freezers, FOG-(n = 13), based on a score of one or higher on the New Freezing of Gait Questionnaire (NFOG-Q). All persons with PD were tested in their subjective ON-medication state, an average of 1 h after medication intake. It is important to note that no freezing episodes occurred during the study.
Thirteen age-matched HE were recruited from a database of voluntary study participants. The study design and protocol were approved by the local Ethics Committee of the KU Leuven and performed in accordance with the requirements of the International Council of Harmonization (Declaration of Helsinki, 1964) . Written informed consent was obtained from each participant prior to the experiment. Over a period of 6 weeks, participants performed four 30-minute walks, with at least one week between walks, around an elliptical track measuring 24 m by 9 m. Prior to each 30-minute walk, the reference walk consisted of a fixed duration of a 1-min walk at a comfortable pace was recorded, to obtain the reference cadence. Participants started the 30-minute walk randomly in a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction, after which the starting direction was kept identical per person over the four sessions. After 15 min of walking, participants changed their walking direction (by crossing the trajectory diagonally) to counteract possible effects of disease dominance. In a randomized order, participants experienced one of the following conditions for the entire 30-minute walk: (Mazzoni et al., 2012) continuous cueing (ConCue); (Redgrave et al., 2010) intelligent cueing (IntCue); (Lee et al., 2012) intelligent feedback (IntFB); and (Morris, 2006) no information (NoInfo). Cueing and feedback were provided by an adaptive wearable system (Casamassima et al., 2014) through headphones (Sennheiser RS160, Sennheiser, Germany). During IntCue, for every deviation, participants received an auditory rhythm, consisting of ten beats at the reference cadencewhether it was a DOWN event (cadence over the threshold) or an UP event (cadence below the threshold). The threshold which triggered the stimulus was set as a variation of more than 5% from the reference cadence, calculated from the mean cadence of five consecutive steps. During IntFB, participants received a verbal instruction to "increase rhythm" or "decrease rhythm" based on the same criteria as during IntCue. The values for the IntCue and IntFB settings, as well as the duration of the 1-min reference walk, were based on user acceptability, determined during pilot testing prior to the study. All the conditions are shown in Figure 1 . All walks were performed in the same hall at the same time and day of the week to minimize the effects of time and PD medication. Demographic information and clinical test results were collected: in particular, the Movement Disorders Society Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale-Motor Part (MDS-UPDRS III) (Goetz et al., 2008) , Scale for Outcomes in Parkinson's Disease-Cognition (SCOPA-Cog) (Marinus et al., 2003) , and Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) (Gill et al., 2008) . All the clinical tests were collected during the ON phase of medication before the start of the walking task to avoid potential influence of fatigue. Clinical tests were evenly distributed over the different assessment days.
Participants wore two foot-mounted inertial measurement units (IMUs) attached to the tops of their shoes using Velcro straps. The IMUs (EXLs1, EXEL srl, Italy) contained a tri-axial accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer, sampled at 100 Hz and wirelessly streaming via Bluetooth to a computer. A custom Matlab (Mathworks Inc., United States) software application, using the algorithms currently implemented in the commercially available system Gait Tutor (mHealth Technologies, IT), processed the signals in real time during each 30-minute walk. The algorithm (validated for PD Ginis et al., 2016) and described elsewhere (Casamassima et al., 2014) ) computed cadence from the raw IMU data and registered any deviations from the pre-recorded reference cadence.
Motor Adaptation Model
This section describes the analysis we performed for IntCue and IntFB conditions in order to evaluate motor adaptation after intelligent inputs.
Cadence for all conditions was calculated by combining the data from both feet. The system in the original study only retained the average cadence for every five steps of each foot, while to obtain better sensitivity we recreated the original cadence for every trial.
Next, adaptation (in response to both UP and DOWN events) was quantified by fitting a single-term exponential model (Eq. 1) to the cadence of the ten steps following a deviation. In Eq. (1), y is the fitted cadence expressed as a percentage of the difference with respect to the reference cadence, k is the exponential decay/growth rate [step −1 ], x is the number of steps after intelligent input (from 0 to 9), and M is the under-/overthreshold value [%] .
The primary outcome was the exponential decay/growth rate k estimated for each UP or DOWN deviation (for all participants). Figure 2 shows a representation of the mathematical model in response to both DOWN and UP events. To better illustrate the role of k, each graph in Figure 2 reports three responses with different k values. A higher value of k corresponds to a faster adaptation, as is clear in Figure 2 . Next, we evaluated the relative step constant (intrinsic to an exponential decay/growth model), τ = 1 / k, which (as shown in the graph) intercepts the curve at a value for M of 63%. This characteristic parameter is defined in our study as the number of steps required to reduce M sufficiently that participants are in the correct range. (Note that this percentage supposes a reasonable M). Therefore, τ represents what we can call a refractory period: the number of steps needed to bring the cadence back within the reference range following verbal/acoustic feedback, during which providing a new corrective message may have no effect.
Statistical Analysis
A preliminary qualitative analysis compared the average responses to corrective stimuli between PDg, HEg, and FOG-g, FOG+g. We used our fitting model to quantify motor adaptation in terms of k, the exponential decay/growth rate during all the corrective acoustic messages received by the participants. We calculated the absolute median values and the relative interquartile range among all groups and subgroups.
Next, we used paired non-parametric statistics (Wilcoxon Signed Rank test) to evaluate the condition effect (IntCue vs. IntFB) and the task effect (UP event vs. DOWN event), analyzing differences in the average k rate of each subject only within the PDg, due to the small sample available. However, the resulting average differences do not say anything about specific motor responses (Rispens et al., 2015) . On the other hand, situations where people show a high level of motor adaptation reflect their best possible performance and are thus of specific therapeutic interest. To identify the best performances, we investigated the 90th-percentile values of each subject in addition to the average k rate. Clearly, a paired test requires subjects who had corrective messages in both conditions or in both tasks (depending on the analysis).
FIGURE 2 | Example of the model used to quantify motor adaption in response to DOWN and UP events. In this example the under/over threshold value M is ± 10 and we used three different values of k to better understand the role of this parameter. The curves in orange, blue and magenta represent the median and relative interquartile values (Q3 in blue; Q1 in magenta) of the exponential fitting model obtained among all participants during IntFB condition. The orange plus, the blue triangles and the magenta circles are an example of the original cadence with the same k adaptation rate in one subject. The red circle in the graph show the relative τ value of each curves. This value indicates the steps needed to adapt gait pattern increasing/decreasing M of 63% toward the reference cadence following a corrective feedback. A higher value of k (or a smaller value of τ) corresponds to a faster motor adaptation.
Unpaired non-parametric statistics (Mann-Whitney U tests) were used to examine differences in the value of k between groups HEg and PDg (group effect) and subgroups FOG+g and FOGg (subgroup effect). In addition, we performed an exploratory analysis to assess whether subjects who had only UP events responded differently than those who had both UP and DOWN events. We assumed that for those subjects who tend to slow down, it may be more difficult to increase their rhythm in response to corrective acoustic messages-compared to subjects who tend to both slow down and speed up.
The relations between adaptation speed and clinical data were explored by correlating the participants' scores on SCOPA-Cog and MoCA (cognitive aspect) and MDS-UPDRS III (disease severity) with their median k rate using Spearman rank correlation coefficients. The median k rate was also correlated with the number of deviations for each subject. Matlab (Mathworks Inc., United States) was used for all statistical analyses, with α = 0.05.
RESULTS

Demographics
For simplicity, the demographic analysis (available from previous studies) is reported in Table 1 (Ginis et al., 2017a,b) . PDg and HEg were well matched for age, body height, body weight, cognitive ability (MoCA), total self-reported daily physical activity (LAPAQ Total), and self-reported daily walking time (LAPAQ Walking). The PD group had significantly lower cognitive scores (SCOPA-Cog). Freezers (FOG+) and nonfreezers (FOG-) were well matched for age, body morphology (weight, height, and leg length), self-reported daily walking, and total daily activity time (LAPAQ), as well as for Hoehn and Yahr stage. The FOG+g had a significantly longer disease duration, lower cognitive scores (MoCA), and more reported gait difficulties on the 12-item gait scale (12G) than the FOG-g.
Qualitative Adaptation Plots
In this preliminary analysis we qualitatively highlighted the average behavior of the participants following the corrective acoustic messages. We compared the average cadence between HEg and PDg and subgroups FOG+g and FOG-g, from five steps before the deviation until 20 steps after. Figure 3 shows the average original cadence responses to all corrective acoustic messages received by HEg and PDg during both conditions. 
Number of Deviations
To improve interpretability and readability of our analysis, in Table 2 we reported the total number of deviations, already presented and discussed in the original study (Ginis et al., 2017a,b) .
Condition Effect: IntCue vs. IntFB
As can be seen in Table 3 , although the fastest median k rate (i.e., larger median k rate) occurred during IntFB, the differences in k rates for the two types of conditions were not significant for PDg. It is important to note that, to perform a paired analysis, we had to exclude some subjects: only 12 of the 28 PD subjects received at least one UP message during the two conditions and only four subjects received at least one DOWN message. Next, a subgroup evaluation was carried out (see Table 3 ). No statistical analysis was performed for HEg, FOG+g or FOG-g, due to the small number of paired samples, which would increase the possibility of a type II error. In line with the PDg findings, this analysis suggested a slightly faster adaptation during IntFB than IntCue looking at the absolute median value.
Group Effect: PDg vs. HEg; SubGroup Effect: FOG+g vs. FOG-g
Differences in motor adaptation between the groups (HEg vs. PDg) and subgroups (FOG+g vs. FOG-g) were analyzed during IntFB (Tables 4A-1, A-2) and IntCue conditions (Tables 4B-1, B-2) . During the IntCue condition, PDg had a significantly faster adaptation than HEg in response to the UP event (p-value < 0.000) and FOG+g adapted significantly faster than FOG-g in response to the DOWN event (p-value = 0.006).
Task Effect: UP Event vs. DOWN Event
Although the fastest median k rate occurred following a DOWN event, the differences in k rates for the two types of event were not significant for PDg (Tables 4A-1, B-1) . This finding also holds true within the HEg, FOG+g and FOG-g ( Table 4 ), but here no statistical analysis was performed because of the small number of paired samples. Moreover, only eight persons with PD experienced at least one of each event type during the IntFB condition and only five during the IntCue condition.
We performed an exploratory analysis to assess whether members of PDg who had only UP events responded differently than those who experienced both UP and DOWN events. The results indicate a different trend for each condition. During IntCue, those who only had UP events adapted faster (p-value = 0.039). In contrast, during IntFB those who experienced both DOWN and UP events adapted faster than those who experienced only UP events (p < 0.000) ( Table 5 ).
Correlation Analysis
The participants' SCOPA-Cog, MoCA, and MDS-UPDRS III scores did not correlate significantly with the median k rate during either condition or either task. However, as can be seen in Table 6 , the median k rate correlated significantly with the number of deviations during the IntCue UP event (r = −0.57; pvalue = 0.008), indicating that those with the slowest adaptations had the most deviations throughout the 30-minute walk. No significant correlations were observed for the IntCue DOWN events or any of the IntFB events. 
Refractory Period During IntFB in PDg
Focusing on the PD group, the relative step constant τ = 1 / k, with the k values reported in Table 3 , indicates the refractory period of about seven steps for the UP event and three steps for the DOWN event during the IntFB condition. Higher values of τ are observed during the IntCue condition: about eight steps for the UP event and about five steps for the DOWN event. In Table 7 we report the values of τ .
DISCUSSION
This study investigated the effects of intelligent auditory cueing (IntCue) and verbal feedback (IntFB) on motor adaptation in HE, PD, and PD subgroups (with and without FOG.) We introduced an innovative model to quantify motor adaptation speed following the two different acoustic messages. Thanks to our novel adaptation model, which applies a decay/growth exponential model to gait biofeedback for the first time, we can define the refractory period as the value of the relative step constant τ. This value indicates the steps needed to bring the cadence within the reference range following verbal/acoustic feedback. Our results from the IntFB condition indicate a refractory period of about seven steps for the UP event and about three steps for the DOWN event for PD subjects. We found a similar (only slightly higher) refractory period for the IntCue condition. Clinicians and biofeedback developers designing novel therapeutic devices could apply our findings to determine the optimal timing for corrective feedback, optimizing gait rehabilitation while minimizing the risk of cue-dependency. In this way, the system could provide optimal corrective feedback in maintaining the proper gait pattern. We hypothesized that the verbal and explicit nature of IntFB could speed up the motor response (Taylor et al., 2014) , compared to IntCue which is more implicit and may thus requires some processing time to elaborate the direction of adaptation. In contrast to what assumed, our analysis could not detect different adaptations between IntFB and IntCue conditions. Nevertheless, in line with our expectations, the absolute median values of the decay/growth rate k for IntFB are larger than for IntCue in all groups and subgroups. This is consistent with the qualitative indications of the adaptation plots and is in line with the visual exploration performed in a previous study (Ginis et al., 2017a) . Furthermore, when looking at the adaptation plots (Figure 3) it can be observed that there is an overshooting in IntFB only, which may be explained by the reference cadence indicated only during the IntCue condition.
We also expected that increasing the pace to the reference level would be a more difficult task than decreasing it. However, this trend is not confirmed within PDg by the statistical analysis. This lack of significance could be due to the small number of deviations recorded. The group effect analyses yielded two results during IntCue: PDg had faster adaptation than HEg in response to UP events and FOG+g adapted faster than FOG-g in response to DOWN events. These results could be unexpected because HEg and FOG-g have better gait stability (fewer deviations) than PDg and FOG+g, respectively, as indicated in previous work (Ginis et al., 2017a,b) . However, this is in line with previous work that showed a higher reliance on external input in PD compared to healthy subjects (Petzinger et al., 2013) .
There were no differences in motor adaptation between the groups (HEg vs. PDg) or subgroups (FOG+g vs. FOG-g) during IntFB. In this regard, contradictory results can be found in literature. Roemmich et al. (2014) found that PD and HE adapted similarly, during the first strides after exposure to a split-belt gait pattern. On the other hand, Mohammadi et al. (2015) showed that FOG+ have more difficulties than FOG-and HE to adapt their gait to a split-belt treadmill over a short time period. Our exploratory analysis revealed that during 30 min of walking, subjects who had only UP events adapted more slowly than those who had both UP and DOWN events during IntFB condition. This result is in agreement with our hypothesis: for those subjects who tend to slow down, it may be more difficult to increase their rhythm in response to corrective acoustic messages-compared to subjects who tend to both slow down and speed up. Instead, for IntCue we had the opposite trend, maybe because the metronome cues were more difficult to understand for those who received both up and down messages. No significant correlations were found between our adaptation speed results and cognitive ability. In this protocol the subjects had to walk maintaining a determined cadence, without turning or avoiding obstacles. This steady state walking, with a reduced cognitive load, may be the reason for the lack of correlations found. In addition, the fact that all participants had an MMSE ≥ 24/30, conform the study's inclusion criteria, suggests that further study is needed in a cohort with a wider cognitive spectrum. On the other hand, the original study found a correlation between gait stability (number of deviations) and the MoCA scale (with the same dataset) (Ginis et al., 2017a) .
The relationship between our micro-analysis and the macro approach adopted in previous works (Ginis et al., 2017a,b) was evaluated by correlating the adaptation speed with the number of deviations. We found a negative trend only, during IntCue in response to UP events. During IntCue in response to DOWN events, as well as during IntFB, no significant correlations were observed. This finding seems to indicate that motor adaptation might be more effective during IntFB for all subjects, including those who require a lot of assistance through the intelligent messages. In fact, the previous work reported that subjects preferred verbal feedback (Ginis et al., 2017a) . The negative trend found could also be explained by the slower adaptation leading to an increased number of deviations. In fact, participants may not yet be within the threshold values, triggering the feedback again. As expected, in response to DOWN events we did not find correlations in any conditions, suggesting that decreasing cadence is a relatively simple task which can be done fairly quickly.
A critical re-analysis of our results might suggest that an interesting solution could be the use of a combined-cue system, i.e., verbal feedback to increase or decrease cadence followed by the rhythmic cues to specify the target rate. This combined solution could trigger adaptation similar to the IntFB system, because of its explicit nature. On the other hand, due to the target rate indicated by the cueing, the combined-cue system may avoid the overshooting observed in part during the IntFB condition in the preliminary qualitative analysis. In any case, the joint use of IntFB and IntCue conditions could increase the overload of sensory and cognitive functions.
FUTURE WORK
Effective tools for PD rehabilitation should allocate attention appropriately and lighten cognitive load (Stefan et al., 2005) .
The use of multisensory stimuli improves the learning process (Lehmann and Murray, 2005; Shams and Seitz, 2008) , thanks to a reduced cognitive load and easier storage in shortterm memory (von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2006; Schmitz et al., 2013) . A multisensory approach also enhances perceptual processing (Shams and Seitz, 2008) , known to be reduced in PD subjects with FOG (Davidsdottir et al., 2005) . Mezzarobba et al. (2018) demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach in a study which used video and synthesized sounds to help PD subjects with FOG relearn gait movements and reduce freezing episodes.
Following this principle, it might be useful to add another sensory input to the IntFB condition. Proprioceptive feedback (such as vibrational stimuli) which require little or no cognitive processing or attention (Peterson and Smulders, 2015) , might greatly improve motor adaptation in response to intelligent inputs. In fact, proprioceptive stimuli, in a closed loop system (Mancini et al., 2018) , are already commonly used for gait rehabilitation in PD.
Future work also needs to address the long-term effect of gait rehabilitation on adaptation speed. It could be important to quantify the dynamics of adaptation during a trial and any possible motor-learning effect [i.e., the formation of a new motor pattern, in response to intelligent inputs, that occurs via long-term practice (Bastian, 2008) ]. It would also be useful to evaluate motor adaptation through a prolonged, homebased training period, which would provide naturalistic data. Finally, it would be interesting to explore the use of different parameters (stride length, gait speed) instead of cadence to trigger the feedback.
It should be noted that further exploration of our model would benefit from ensuring that sufficient data are obtained to validate the qualitative and quantitative findings.
